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SÖDERTÄLJE 
A GATEWAY TO DEGROWTH
A PROSPECTIVE DESIGN SCENARIO TO 
VISUALISE THE TRANSITION



 The project is an attempt to explore the concept of degrowth and its implications on the municipality of Södertälje, 
Sweden. Degrowth is brought as a critique of the dominant ideology of continuous economic growth and its inherent over-
exploitation of resources. It is advanced as the point of departure for a different society and seeks to reduce its metabolism. 
A voluntary degrowth starts at the political level with a series of policies and regulations that eventually lead to a radical 
transformation of the urban fabric, structures, programmes and lifestyles. Therefore the project aims to visualise the transition 
from a growth-based society to one that favours environmental health and social well-being over economic concerns. Food 
production is brought in as the first agent of change, but other types of production come in thereafter. Three preferred areas 
have been chosen to illustrate the changes: an improved waterfront catalyzed by a food hub, a reconfigured shopping-driven 
city centre and a motor-focussed industrial area metamorphosed into a complex mix of housing and productive spaces.
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 Utopian thinking constitutes the angle from which 
this project should be understood. It  helps the creation of 
spaces of speculation and critique in order to put the present 
in perspective. Utopian thinking stands up as a discontent 
of the taken-for-granted and performs as a solution-seeker. 
Hence new narratives and conceptions are needed - dreams, 
imaginaries, experiments, make the impossible seem possible. 
The ultimate aim is to trigger a radical change.



BACKGROUND  The dominant ideology is the never-ending economic growth tossed by neoliberal leaders, experts and corporations. 
Economic growth or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth remains the main political goal. Analysing their discourse enables to 
reveal the unspoken assumptions and worldviews hidden behind. Sadly what can be concluded is that economic growth is set 
as a priority above all and at all costs. Even tough the words ‘sustainable’ , ‘smart’ and ‘green’  have been recently added before 
the word ‘growth’ one could question the real benefit of it. The implicit message is that sustainability and growth are compatible; 
we can continue to grow and reach sustainability. One does not offset the other or prevent the other from existing. The problem 
is: the system is not questioned at its core, which is the ideology of endless growth. There is no evidence that societies can keep 
on growing while decreasing the social-ecological impacts of their activities. As a result we keep polluting and damaging the 
planet and patch the wounds with some seemingly sustainable solutions trapped in a system that stays untouched. Indeed the 
discourse is cleverly crafted and the average citizen takes the bait.

 Among the reasons why should economic growth be pursued unemployment is said to be overcome, higher income 
allows households to favour sustainable options known to be more costly, money generated by growth can be reinvested in 
green technology and sustainable solutions. Two of the assumptions behind such arguments are that sustainability can only be 
achieved through technological fixes and that ‘decoupling’ is possible. The notion of decoupling is very important in this debate 
and is understood as breaking the link between a growing economy and an increasing environmental pressure. Unfortunately 
no economies have succeeded to decouple so far. In fact the opposite has happened. The pattern, coined the Jevon’s Paradox, 
goes as follows: the more technologically advanced and efficient an economy becomes (possibly correlated with growth) the 
more resources it consumes because they get cheaper. Listening to what the leaders say: the future is one way. All that matters 
is that the economy continues to grow. 

 Unfortunately there is a social-ecological limit to growth. It will never produce enough for everyone; there are enough 
resources for everyone up to a certain level. However growth keeps pushing higher the amount of material required to satisfy 
one’s needs which can lead to environmental destruction and social unrest.
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 The image on the left crosses the Doughnut 
Economics concept from Kate Raworth with the 
nine Planetary Boundaries diagram from the 
Stockholm Resilience Centre. It aims to illustrate the 
social and ecological consequences caused by the 
overexploitation of resources inherent to economic 
growth.

 The social foundation consists of the 
fundaments that ensure human well-being. Every 
being should be provided with those elements. 
Nonetheless giving too much expands the footprint of 
the social foundation and at a certain level oversteps 
the environmental ceiling i.e. the Earth’s capacity.

 At the moment, out of nine planetary 
boundaries, four are being overstepped, which may 
lead to dramatic unbalances in the Earth’s ecosystem. 
Climate change is one blatant example of human-
induced planetary disturbance. But also deforestation 
(land-system change), genetic diversity depletion 
and  high levels of biogeochemicals (phosphorus and 
nitrogen) are alarming issues.

 Ironically the social foundation does not 
expand evenly. Many regions across the globe still lack 
food and water supply, decent livelihoods and access 
to adequate health services and education. The social 
foundation is simply growing too big in other parts of 
the world, bluntly the Global North, thus leaving little 
space to the rest to grow sufficiently.
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 Modern societies are fueled by the excessive 
utilisation of resources i.e. high metabolism. I identified 
three main causes of what I call the ‘metabolism crisis’:

 a. the mutually-self-reinforcing production-
consumption couple; mass production for a mass 
consumption. Acquisition and ownership are highly 
promoted.

 b. outsourced production that generates long 
distance handling of goods and resources; corporations  
locate their production where it is the cheapest to 
produce, often in commodity frontiers.

 c. the system is linear; waste is not seen as a 
valuable input partly because resources are so cheap 
that manufacturing anew is cheaper than repairing or 
recycling.

 Economic growth and its 
inherent high metabolism stems 
from  the ideology of globalisation 
that advocates an over-specialisation 
of the countries and eased imports 
and exports between them, thus 
encouraging corporations to 
settle where they can be the most 
competitive. 

 Sweden, as part of a 
globalised economy, has seen its 
industries moving out and locating in 
commodity frontiers. This has result in 
the growth of the tertiary sector and 
potential requalifications of industrial 
wastelands.

100km1000km10 000km

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM SHOWING 
A HIGH METABOLISM



DEGROWTH  To disrupt with the dominant ideology of taken-for-granted economic growth and to expand the ‘what is possible’ I 
propose degrowth as a counter-strategy for Sweden. Degrowth is the point of departure to enact a transition towards a lower 
metabolism with the overarching aim to become the society within the doughnut, meaning that the social foundation is secured  
while remaining within Earth’s capacity. 

 Degrowth advocates a democratically-led shrinking of production and consumption in order to achieve social justice 
and ecological sustainability. More than to just abolish economic growth as a social objective, degrowth demands to live, 
organise and prosper differently. It is a new framework that entails a set of actions that are likely to reduce GDP even though it 
is not the primary goal chiefly because those actions are incompatible with a continuous growth - if the same parameters that 
calculate GDP are maintained.

 Needless to say that degrowth is something happening at the aggregate level. Many sectors would still flourish, like art, 
education and health, but the dirtier, more polluting or resource-consuming ones would decline. Therefore it demands a  radical 
transformation of the political landscape. Moreover it demands to rethink how we make cities, their structures, programmes 
and the way life is supposed to be taking place within. Urban planners and designers have a great responsibility over what kind 
of city to produce: not only they help shaping the lifestyle of the people through planning and design but can also facilitate 
change by raising issues and bringing them up to the social-political debate.

 There are already suggestions of halted economic growth in the coming 50 years. Instead of fighting against degrowth, 
waiting for it or denying it, why not getting it started? Then, how can urban planning and design accompany and organise it?

Degrowth seeks to decolonise  an imaginary 
dominated by a one-way future; that growth equals 

well-being and improvement

the socially and environmentally sustainable 
space where societies should be located

social 
foundation

Degrowth is basically about living well within limits.

enviro
nmental ceiling



 Reading through litterature about degrowth I 
came up with four main values that this concept would 
embrace:

 1. Commonality: degrowth supports sharing 
over owning and also encourages the creation of 
collectively-produced resources.

 2. Circularity: degrowth favours reusing and 
recycling. It conceives waste as a valuable input.

 3. Democracy: in this project I understand 
democracy as localised production as a way to connect 
consumers with producers and the production 
processes. It also means advocating a plurality of 
producers instead of monopolies.

 4. Continuity: degrowth builds on adaptation 
through a handful of steps to ensure flourishing over 
time.

 Adopting and putting in practice these 
core values would result in a reorganisation of the 
institutional engine by bringing in innovative labour 
regulations, a different tax system and revolutionary 
life policies. This change aims to establish early in the 
process the tools and rules that will help implement 
the degrowth-inspired actions. Politics shape and 
influence how people live and consume and what 
they value.  In parallel it is expected that citizens on an 
individual basis begin to adjust their behaviours and 
lifestyle as a result of raising concerns and discontents 
towards the way things currently work. 
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Unconditional basic income and maximum income; 
secure a socially-accepted minimum welfare and 
abolish excessive wealth 

Job guarantee; the State becomes the last resort 
employer thus reducing unemployment to zero

Worksharing; divide the duties and the pay between 
people, therefore sharing the work normally done 
by one person

Shortened working days; it can be done through 
the worksharing system or otherwise and aims to 
allow more time to other activities than production-
related

Tax on finite resources use; favour repairing and 
recycling over manufacturing anew and encourage 
people to take care of their belongings

Lower tax on repair; it follows the tax on finite 
resources and promote repair as the most financially 
interesting option over buying new

Subsidies to SMEs; foster the creation of SMEs (the 
most environmentally-friendly) in order to avoid 
monopolies

Benefits when buying local; promote locally-
produced goods through monetary or other types 
of benefits to the buyers

Incentives for community food and energy projects; 
stimulate the rise of small-scale food gardens and 
powerplants

Welfare over warfare; drastically reduce the financial 
support to warfare and cease the export of weapons 
to other countries

VALUES OF DEGROWTH POLICY CHANGES
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 The change in policies and behaviours are 
expected to set a new portrait of the Swedish society in 
which:

 a. buying new becomes more expensive 
therefore  encouraging people to buy second hand

 b. trade across borders is limited to the goods 
that cannot reasonably be produced in Sweden

 c. general pace of life slows down to allow 
more personal time to spend with friends and relatives 
or time for self-emancipation on other basis than paid 
work (see also diagram next page)

 d. supply chain shortens which results in fewer 
middlemen

 e. lower consumption of goods in general, 
even comprising sustainable goods

 f. demand for local goods rises

 g. the influx of climate refugees- even though 
not an outcome of previously detailed politics but of 
a global climate conjuncture, requires new housing 
development

 h. green energy is democratised therefore 
bringing to zero the reliance on non-renewable sources 
of energy

 i. small businesses keep flourishing and 
diversifying

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

paid work sleep cook
eat

care otherleisure
non-paid work

One core idea is to extract people out of 
the endless work-and-spend cycle

REDISTRIBUTION OF DAILY ACTIVITIES 
ON A NORMAL WORKING DAY



 In this project one ambition is to reduce the 
metabolism of the Swedish society so it saves the 
resources instead of burning them. Consequently the 
system must be bounded and circular, which means 
the resources and goods come from nearby in most 
cases and keep travelling in the loop of utility through 
reuse, repair and recycle. They don’t end up in landfills 
or in waterways if they appear useful.

 Part of the implications resides in the reform of 
Sweden’s economy: a diversification of its economy with 
the introduction of new spaces and types of production. 
The saying “produce what we consume and consume 
what we produce” is what should be achieved. In other 
words, a consumption of what is locally-produced and 
production not for trade but for local consumption. 
Therefore it is about producing and consuming just 
the right amount. The system I envision would greatly 
found itself on an interregional cooperation (within 
Sweden and between neighbouring countries), 
because not everything can be produced locally.

 Food is a good way to start. In this project it is 
conceived as the first agent of change. The importance 
of tackling the question of food takes on another 
level when it comes to enacting degrowth. This leaves 
me to reflect on the issue of food security and the 
urgency of addressing it. Thus how can Sweden secure 
food supply if it voluntarily leaves the dynamics of 
globalisation in which food trade occupies a significant 
part? Even though the project doesn’t intend to answer 
the question it nonetheless builds on it. Needless to 
say the role of food in making cities more sustainable 
is undeniable.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM SHOWING 
A LOW METABOLISM

World food security:
undernourished 
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Global greenhouse gas emissions: 
food system (33%)

Household expenditures in 
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food (12%)
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Produce what we consume 
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SÖDERTÄLJE  Södertälje is a good terrain to visualise a hopeful degrowing future. The choice for this municipality sits on various 
foundational arguments:

 1. It demonstrates a strong political will to foster local food production as stated in three planning documents: the 
Comprehensive Plan, Vision and Budget and the Environmental Program. The Comprehensive Plan acknowledges the high 
quality of its lands and the importance of preserving them for agricultural purposes. It claims that green planning is required 
in order to secure urban and peri-urban farming, like using leftover spaces, yards and parks. It also points out the need for 
synergy effects between the rural and urban areas within the green belt zone. Above all, it shows interest for the concept of 
self-sufficiency. The Vision and Budget document is in line with the Comprehensive Plan. It provides direction concerning access 
to nature, preservation of biodiversity, development of organic farming and the incorporation of education in these issues. 
The Environmental program highlights the same elements and also recommend the municipality to promote procurement 
methods that prioritise locally-grown food. On top of that the municipality is partnering up with other European countries 
and participates in two EU-funded programmes, MatLust and Diet For a Clean Baltic, that both seek to promote ecological and 
locally-produced food.

 2. Its economy is strongly reliant on a heavy industry that would likely be affected in a context of degrowth. One 
could think of Scania, a vehicle-manufacturing multinational, Astra Zeneca, a global pharmaceutic industry, Volkswagen and 
the harbour. However the economy is currently diversifying with a noticeable rise of small and medium enterprises.

 3. Land quality for food growing is another argument. Södertälje is ranked #1 in the Stockholm County and #4 in 
Sweden for the fertility of the soil. Unfortunately this land is under pressure because of urban growth.

 4.  Järna, a satellite area south of Södertälje, is a landmark when it comes to creativity and commitment towards 
ecological food production. Embedded in an anthroposophic philosophy, many projects have emerged making Järna a label 
for its outputs. The Sustainable Food Society which comprises more than 70 initiatives shows a profound awareness towards 
ecological local food systems among the community and also shows there is a valuable know-how. Skillebyholm, a biodynamic 
farming school, Norrbyvälle, a garden- related training and rehabilitation centre and Beras, a research centre for ecological 
recycling agriculture are examples that prove the span of the grassroot-based movement. It is a model that can serve as a spark 
for similar initiatives or could, in the case of this project design, be incorporated to the CSA structure (soon detailed). However 
it remains quite isolated, i.e. goods produced in the Järna community stay within making it difficult for producers to expand the 
radius of their sales.

the importance of vehicle 
manufacturing in the economy
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 Of course degrowth will result in many 
structural and programmatic changes. In the case of 
Södertälje it means:

 - Better urban-rural synergies
 - A bounded urbanisation that protects 
agricultural land and natural landscapes
 - Increasing grassroot initiatives made possible 
by more freetime 
 - A multiplication of producers in the region 
accommodated by local-oriented infrastructures
 - Functions will be closer to each other and 
interwoven
 - The income of climate refugees will require 
more housing, properties are converted into rental 
shared dwellings
 - Big businesses like Astra Zeneca and Scania 
will shrink due to global trade decrease and lower 
consumption. 
 - The same goes for the shopping malls and 
the harbour, thus opening up for reprogramming 
opportunities 
 - A new type of forestry production, which 
bridges silvicultural and ecological visions of forests. 
Wood will be used for new buildings over concrete
 - Space dedicated to cars will greatly reduce 
since its ownership drops down and the proximity of 
functions shortens distances
 - More free spaces for the community to hang 
out and socialise; spaces that are not consumption-
driven.

urban-rural synergies

OVERVIEW OF PROBABLE CHANGES IN 
SÖDERTÄLJE

ecological methods of 
agriculture

infrastructure for local 
provision

interwoven functions space dedicated to cars 
decrease

close-to-nature forestry 
production

free indoor and outdoor 
community spaces

more grassroot initiatives

a multiplicity of producers shopping malls shrink

the harbour shrinksbounded urbanisation
rural in the city

strictly protected farming 
land

shared rental housing

Astra Zeneca and Scania 
decline



THE TRANSITION  Now the proposal section begins and has four distinct pieces: the regional scale, the waterfront, the city centre and 
Scania. The transition goes over time and starts now with the first degrowth-oriented actions. The idea is to show how the city 
would and should be transformed over time when a voluntary degrowth is enacted both at the political and the community 
level. First the regional scale aims to provide an orientation the municipality of Södertälje should favour in order to go in line 
with  the values of degrowth. Then I visualise the reconfiguration of three sites chosen for their high metamorphosis potential 
and their strong growth-based activities. The end point is in about 50 years when the society of capitalism and growth-at-
all-costs will have made room for a completely different one, a post-growth society, in which environmental and social goals 
overshadow economic issues. 

FIVE GUIDING DESIGN PRINCIPLES

from a 
growth-based 
society

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060
to a 
post-growth 
society

waterfront

city centre

Scania

urban 
reshuffle

restructure the buildings 
and their programmes

optimise land-use reuse, repair, recycle make use of local 
resources

bridge production and 
ecology

interstitial 
programmes

closed-loop
thinking

small-scale
economy

social-ecological
urbanism

PERIOD 2020-2060



I am now working for this ecological 
forestry business that carefully 
selects the trees to be cut. I only 
work a few hours a day. Fortunately 
we are not taxed on labour anymore.

Packaging is made out of 
locally-grown plants. Waste 
from farming and processing 

is turned into energy

Fertile land is strictly protected. 
More farms start appearing to 

ensure food security

I had to flee my homeland because 
of climate change. I am now working 
on a farm in Järna with local people 
and I like it.

THE REGIONAL VISION
PERIOD 2020-2060

FIRST DEGROWTH-INSPIRED PROPOSALS

Wood becomes the prime 
building material for its long-
term availability and low 

footprint

The government is investing in 
infrastructures to bring a diversity of 
production in the rural areas. It is not 
just about agriculture anymore but 
forestry, green energy and textile, 
among others.

The train is used to transport 
goods across the country for 

its reliability and low cost
Small settlements become 
dense urban pockets with 
their own services and 

cultural venues

 As national politics slowly enact degrowth the municipality of Södertälje must revise its development strategies. What 
I propose is a few actions that can be implemented in the coming years. Needless to say that a vision must be set for the next 
30-40 years in order to set the rules of urbanisation. Södertälje must make use of its local assets: fertile land is protected to 
secure long-standing food production, forests are preserved for ecological and silvicultural purposes, nestled between sea 
and lake makes it good for fisheries and finally immigrants influx is well orchestrated and channeled into nascent ventures. No 
longer is  peripheral land urbanised; the city reuses parking lots, wastelands and left-over spaces to dwell the rising population. 
Circularity starts being incorporated in every planning and design process. The principle of dematerialisation is advocated : an 
input-oriented strategy that minimises the extraction of new resources so consequently the output (waste) is lesser.



Järna community

Södertälje Science Park

Stockholm County

Local residents

KTH

Södertälje Kommun

Agri-urban network

Saltå Kvarn

Axa Food

made local

Södertälje Kommun
Citizens
Restaurants
Schools
Businesses

strong solidarity 
and cooperation 6 primary functions

Potential members:

SÖDERTÄLJE
FOOD COOPERATIVE

THE ACTIONS TO IMPLEMENT NOW

 The Södertälje Food Cooperative 
is created by federating public, para-public 
and private actors together. The mission of 
the cooperative is to coordinate, manage 
and support existing and future food-
related initiatives. A logo is designed to 
be used as a branding device to promote 
local consumption and raise awareness

 Södertälje should make use of 
its local assets, like large open landscape, 
fertile soil, access to sweet and sea water 
and forest. With anew infrastructures 
to serve the production spaces the 
municipality can promote and foster its 
local economy. There is already a certain 
know-how and strong assets. It only needs 
to be lifted up and supported.

 A network of food hubs is created 
in order to sustain and enhance the CSA. 
Each settlement would have its own hub. 
Usually a food hub is a venue that dwells 
a farmers’ market; a shared facility that 
aggregates, stores and processes the food; 
a distribution centre; a learning centre 
and the management office. The food hub 
structure could be based on the model of 
BEES Coop in Brussels where to become 
a customer, one needs to volunteer 3hrs 
per month. The whole structure is run by 
volunteers, thus no expenditures in wages 
which keeps products’ price low enough 
to be competitive against conventional 
supermarkets. It makes fresh, local and 
organic food more accessible to the least 
financially privileged.

1. Establish the Södertälje Food Cooperative

2. Launch the Community-Supported Agriculture model

3. Harness the local resources

4. Create a network of food hubs
 The Cooperative launches the 
Community-Supported Agriculture 
in order to enable stronger solidarity 
between producers and consumers. The 
principle is: the consumer becomes a 
member by paying a membership fee to 
the producers prior to the growing season. 
During the harvest the member receives 
periodic deliveries. It is a shared reward-
risk system that helps redistributing 
the burden of low yields across the 
participating community. The core idea is 
to make food a common not a commodity.

 Among the potential members 
the municipality should be first to 
adhere chiefly for its strong symbolic and 
pecuniary support.



PERIOD 2025-2030
DEGROWTH BECOMES KNOWN

THE WATERFRONT
 Here starts the design at the micro-scale with the implementation of the main food hub by the water in Södertälje 
Centrum. In the 2020’s degrowth becomes more and more known. Enthusiasm towards it grows as politics lead that way and 
awareness among the population rises. Pace of life is gradually slowing down. People enjoy more freetime for volunteering and 
social activities, which results in a rise of grassroot initiatives. The municipality is consolidating its production infratructures and 
space dedicated to cars are turned into more pleasant outcomes. As a result the waterfront, where the food hub is planned to 
sit, becomes the subject of a redesign; the food hub acting as the catalyst of the improvement by incorporating various related 
programmes around. Nestled between the canal and the shopping street Storgatan a few minutes away from the pendeltåg 
station the location is chosen as a way to redefine the gateway to the city centre.

The agricultural park is 
open to anyone wanting 

to grow for oneself

I am helping my mom with 
gardening. I realise how great it 
is to have the possibility to grow 
your own food. Much more 
sustainable.

A greener waterfront with 
a diversity of actitivities all 

around

I am the delivery man who 
brings food to the members 
of the CSA. How nice to see so 
many people adhering to this 
system!

Mmmh it smells good, 
what are you making?

I am making jam with the 
berries I grow around here. 
I will sell it in the market 
downstairs.

I must volunteer a few hours a 
month to buy in the food hub. I have 
more free time anyways and it feels 
more fulfilling.

The brewery crafts beer 
for the market opens  

its bar during events



the protagonist building

The food hub becomes the catalyst of the 
waterfront activation, thanks to the series of 
activities that come with.

Overshadow the prominence of the shopping 
street through the waterfront improvement. 
This will help kickstart the transformation of the 
street later on.

Scale out the initiatives in Järna to facilitate a 
transition to an effective local food production. 
The food hub is the embodiment of this shifting 
economy.

The planned agricultural park lays the 
foundation for the future redevelopment of the 
site of Scania. It is a way to extend the footprint 
fo the food hub and make agriculture more 
visible within the city.

the waterfront

the hill and heritage

narrow boardwalk

landscape value

parking and mineral edge indoor parking

outdoor parkingoutdoor parking

REASONS BEHIND THIS PROPOSAL CURRENT SITUATION
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7Mineral open esplanade for 
outdoor events (ex: market)

cycleways

Built and vegetalised slope 
for landscape continuity

Front garden Shared outdoor 
space

Sport �eld/ 
playground

Wide boardwalk and 
cleansing aquatic plants

Front terraces and  closer 
access to water

Agricultural park

activated ground

activated façade

roads

walkways

8

Canal museum

Building extension

New functions to turn the 
façade towards the waterfront

Dwell the current open-air canal 
museum inside transparent units 

Invite people to rest, linger, eat 
and socialise by the water

Pergolas

PROPOSED SITUATION

The result is an activated 
waterfront that provides an 
alternative to the shopping-
oriented city centre. More 
activities draw more people 
around it. The food hub marks 
the new direction that Södertälje 
takes for the future: accessible 
and affordable locally-produced 
food constitutes the first step.



Restaurant
Garden

Learning

center

Processing

facility

Farmer’s

market

Delivery zone

street level

street level
visitor's entrance

Storage

underground

Food hub annexe

the green slope is continued

and gives access to the gardenspace for garden

high frontage for landmark

Multifunctional rooftop for 
cultural or festive activities

Decision centre
Conference venue

the slope hides two recycling units

biogas plant

Cultural space/Brewery

Pedagogical greenhouse
The food hub uses the greenhouse 
for educational purpose

Open the brewery when 
events on the rooftop

Mobile food market

Reach neighbourhoods with poor 
accessibility to local and a�ordable food

Reuse and revamp old trucks 
& buses from Scania

+ restaurants

WC

 The food hub together with the annexe is 
intended to dwell the main functions of a conventional 
food hub. At the ground floor customers have access 
to the farmer’s market where the food grown and 
processed locally is sold. The upper floor dwells the 
shared processing facility. Here producers can rent 
a space for an hourly/daily fee in order to transform 
the food. This is a way to encourage mingling and 
cooperation between them and also to diminish their 
operating costs. This floor is also planned to become 
the drop-off and pick-up point, as part of a larger 
distribution scheme. The top floor gives access to a 
restaurant that only sells what is offered in the market 
plus a pedagogical centre that welcomes schools, 
businesses or other organisations who wish to know 
more about ecological agriculture and alternative 
farming methods.

 The annexe is planned to host the Södertälje 
Food Cooperative, thus embodying the headquarter of 
the CSA and the backoffice of the food hubs scattered 
across the municipality. It may also host special events 
such as conferences and lectures which can help 
expanding the knowledge and promoting the local 
producers. Moreover a microbrewery takes over the 
disused heritage building formerly a girl’s school. The 
bread loss from the market can therefore be turned 
into beer and sold back in the market or during events. 
A new venue is built and is planned to dwell cultural or 
artistic activities. Altogether the three buildings on top 
of the hill are meant to create a new gathering space. 

FOOD HUB



Shops Consumers Consumer Consumer

big monostructures to 
serve big actors

small split structures to serve 
a variety of actors

PERIOD 2030-2040
DEGROWTH BECOMES ESTABLISHED

THE STADSKÄRNA
 Following the waterfront improvement is the reconfiguration of the stadskärna. In the 30’s degrowth becomes more 
established though not fully. The importance of the city centre as a shopping hub shows signs of weakness. Shopping malls 
across the country face profitability issues due to a lower consumption of goods in general and a change in the consumption 
patterns. Some remain but many go through a partial or complete conversion. In this case the municipality of Södertälje 
undertakes a redesign of its urban centre to go in line with the philosophy of degrowth. It starts with the extension of the 
activities of the food hub with an incubator in order to promote food entrepreneurship. It is followed by a reshuffling of the 
buildings and their functions, thus bringing more programmes in an area characterised by parking and shopping. It is expected 
to take a decade at least. 

Inneryard as new 
urban green semi-

public spaces 

The maze-like street pattern 
reflects some of the ideas of 
degrowth: complexity and 

proximity.

The city centre is less 
about consumption now. 
It is a pleasant living space 
offering the basics I need.

We’re a group of volunteers at the 
centre of arrival helping out newly-
arrived immigrants with their 
integration.

Shops become a secondary  
purpose of the city centre. The 
few ones sell stuff that have 

been recycled or repaired 
Dome of Degrowth, a knowledge 
hotspot to learn and exchange 

about alternative ways of living



Shops Consumers Consumer Consumer

big monostructures to 
serve big actors

small split structures to serve 
a variety of actors

Shops Consumers Consumer Consumer

big monostructures to 
serve big actors

small split structures to serve 
a variety of actors

Shops Consumers Consumer Consumer

big monostructures to 
serve big actors

small split structures to serve 
a variety of actors

 Since degrowth favours 
a multiplicity of actors, building 
typology will be adapted, thus 
going from big monostructures 
to more intricate small structures 
in order to reflect the diversity of 
dwellers and owners.

 Degrowth also brings 
change to the consumption 
patterns. Shops still exist 
but their importance lowers 
since consumers trade goods 
between them. It shifts from 
a centralised configuration to 
something more blown out and 
multilateral.

 As known today the 
shopping street is a channel 
for consumption and drains 
people on a sole street, thus 
creating a backstage feeling all 
around. This is reinforced by the 
numerous surrounding parking 
lots. In contrast a multifunctional 
maze-like street pattern with a 
variety of programmes changes 
the dynamic and makes it more 
local-oriented.

REASONS BEHIND THIS PROPOSAL

NEW ROLE OF THE STADSKÄRNA

P

P P

P
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Shopping-oriented city centre Community-driven city centre
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THE PROPOSAL

 First of all is the 
implementation of an incubator. 
The incubator aims to promote food 
entrepreneurship in Södertälje so 
to secure research and a continuous 
inflow of food-related initiatives. It 
is managed by the Södertälje Food 
Cooperative.

Incubator

Urban fabric 
reshuffle

 Leaving the growth-based system will impact the current 
configuration of the stadskärna. Consequently the predominance 
of the sole activities of shopping and parking shifts gradually to 
make room for new programmes like repair facilities, dwellings, 
community spaces and a revamped public realm. As a second step 
the city centre is updated by reshuffling the buildings in order to 
accommodate the future programmes.

FOCUSSED AREA - THREE BLOCKS 
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1 DETAILED PROPOSAL - BLOCK 1

 Three main blocks are focussed on. The main gesture is 
to unblock the blocks in order to open the fabric up and create 
new spaces and accommodate different functions that would be 
otherwise hard to dwell within one big structure. 

 For the first block, co-housing replaces an outdoor parking 
lot. Additionally two public greenhouses and a Dome of Degrowth  
(inspired from the Dome of Visions at KTH) - where to learn about 
alternative economies - form a green and activated public space 
next to Stadshuset, in contrast with the current cold and concrete 
environment.



Unblock the block Complexify Storgatan
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DETAILED PROPOSAL - BLOCK 2

 The second block is about the dismantling of Lunagallerian 
in order to give more visibility to the existing cultural centre through 
the incorporation of residences for artist and an art-house cinema. 
The innerblock hosts rental dwellings and second-hand shops that 
sell products that have been repaired or recycled in the adjoining 
workshops. The transformation of the shopping street’s backstage 
also impacts the street itself. Therefore its focus on consumption 
decreases thus allowing for a complexification of its configuration 
with U- or C-shaped spaces that promote other activities than 
window-shopping. The bus terminal remains where it is currently 
located (on Köpmangatan). And the street Gärvaregatan is one 
of the two designated streets for deliveries, the rest being mostly 
pedestrian.
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 The last block also hosts a few shops and dwellings but the 
most important changes to mention are the incubator at the far-
right and the arrival centre for the asylum-seekers supplemented 
with a communal kitchen, integration services and community 
spaces. Nedre Torekällgatan is the second street for deliveries 
because it leads to the back of the food hub. Moreover this portion 
of Köpmangatan becomes a shared-street and the far-right street 
is transformed into a green trail thus broadening the ecological 
corridor formed by the canal.

DETAILED PROPOSAL - BLOCK 3



PERIOD 2045-2060
DEGROWTH IS AT ITS APOGEE

 THE NEW SCANIA
 Then, in 2050, degrowth is at its apogee. People are fully aware of the benefits gained by a slower pace of life: paid-
work hours are almost halved and consumption is mostly circular. The urban and the rural productive landscapes mutually 
cooperate and the municipality is building the infrastructure for local provision. The continuous arrival of climate refugees 
require the construction of public rental housing. Moreover the activities of Scania - relying mostly on global trade and intensive 
distribution schemes are undergoing a serious decline. As a result it must sell a part of its plot - covering approximately 600 
000m2 - which opens for development opportunities. The final stage of the transition is the requalification of the site in which 
dwellings, sites of production and recycling merge together, thus embodying the new sustainable society. 

Biogas is one of the main 
source of electricity and 
heating. Each community 

has its own energy plant.

Finding non-local food is almost 
a challenge now, haha! Food 
growing is part of the urban life.

Scania produces mostly for 
a national demand since 
global trade has strongly 

decreased.

Yeaaah!!
Sploush

Permaculture and other 
ecological agriculture are well 
established. Intensive farming, 
GMOs and chemical fertilizers 
are now things of the past.

Living spaces and production 
facilities are not a dichotomy 

anymore: they collaborate

Much less animal protein 
is eaten in general and 
the livestock is raised, fed 
and slaughtered nearby



REASONS BEHIND THIS PROPOSAL

The redevelopment of Scania represents a 
milestone in the transition, showing that global 
companies decline and leave space for local-
driven programmes with lower ecological 
footprint.

In order to reach a desired national level 
of self-sufficiency more recycling facilities 
and manufactures will be necessary, which 
will  depend on labour supply. Continuous 
immigration should fulfill the need.

The agricultural park is a way to incorporate rural 
assets within the city limits. It is a way to bring 
food production closer to its main consumption 
area hence connecting farming and ‘industries’.

The agricultural park is extended and becomes 
the central element that unifies the district. 
More than just producing food it constitutes 
an ecological structure. This is reinforced by its 
connection with the lake.

The maze-like street pattern advocated for 
the city centre is implemented anew in the 
new Scania development partly to follow the 
buildings’ configuration. Soft transport means 
have predominance over motorised vehicles.

The industrial building stock is embraced, 
most of the building structures remain but are 
reshuffled in order to accommodate the new 
programmes.

Being located along the train line makes it ideal 
to transport the goods that have been produced, 
recycled or repaired. SL railways represent a 
great potential for goods transportation. 

Agricultural park: the central element that connects

Ecological structure and access to the water

Pedestrians over cars

Reshu�ing the existing buildings for new 
programmes

Embracing the industrial landscape

THREE MAIN GESTURES



About the district

The new development aims to dwell the rising 
population while o�ering facilities to ensure 
local production. Industrial buildings from 
Scania are maintained but adapted to serve the 
new production spaces and dwellings. The 
agricultural park embodies the meeting of 
farming and 'industries' in an urban setting.

The new district is meant to be an intricate mix 
of new types of industries, more ecological and 
planned to produce for a regional or national 
demand. Many of the former buildings are 
turned into greenhouses in order to ensure food 
production all year long. The architecture of the 
buildings also are also quite favourable for this 
type of function. Shared rental housing is added 
to seal the consumption/ production loop.

The new development aims to dwell the 
rising population while offering facilities 
to ensure local production. Industrial 
buildings from Scania are maintained 
but adapted to serve the new production 
spaces and dwellings. The agricultural park 
embodies the meeting of farming and 
‘industries’ in an urban setting.

The new district is meant to be an intricate 
mix of new types of industries (beige), more 
ecological and also planned to produce 
for a regional or national demand. Many 
of the former buildings are turned into 
greenhouses (blue) in order to ensure food 
production all year long. The architecture 
of the buildings are quite favourable 
for this type of function. Shared rental 
housing is added to seal the consumption/ 
production loop.

sunlight

size

strength

OVERALL PROPOSAL 



Fruit and vegetable
production

Production for local consumption

15m

8m

Ecological packaging from plants
Electronics repair centre

Greenhouses' produces are 
processed

Clean air for 
dwellings

Waste turned into 
electricity,  heat and 
fertilizer within the district

Heating from production 
facilities

Food for local 
consumption

Stock rainwater for 
farming

Clothing upcycling
Leather making

The idea is to support the value of circularity and facilitate 
exchange between programmes. Excess heat from the “industries” 
goes up to the houses and greenhouses. Part of the products sold 
in the local shops are produced, processed and packaged on-site. 
Food grown here can be sold in the food hub. Of course the aim 
is not to make it fully self-sufficient or a sustainable enclave but a 
vector that allows to bring in sites of production within the city 
boundaries.

SYNERGY AND INTERDEPENDENCY 
BETWEEN PROGRAMMES



 In about 50 years the transition is over. Sweden and consequently Södertälje are within the doughnut and degrowth as 
a strategy becomes irrelevant since we have reached an equilibrium. Degrowth was sort of the passage to escape the growth-
based society we are now in towards a society that leaves behind economic considerations in favour of environmental and 
social goals: whether the economy grows or degrows is no longer important. The values advocated in the start remain since 
they also reflect the post-growth society. Small and medium-sized cities play a greater role in the production system. The State 
is stronger, the civil society is more influent and the corporations evolve in the backdrop.

2065 AND OVER
DEGROWTH IS NO LONGER NEEDED

THE POST-GROWTH SOCIETY 

Equilibrium is reached
Balance between human-sourced 
damages and nature regeneration

To live within limits is the 
common social-political 
goal

To provide more than the 
minimum to everyone 
without overrunning 
Earth’s limits

To leave more space 
for the South to grow 
Sweden has degrown

To help bringing the 
Overshoot Day back to 
Dec 31st

End of capital accumulation
Capitalism has turned into a 

different ideology

Swapping the three pilars
Economy has become a tool to 

serve social-ecological goals
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